Motor imagery EEG recognition with KNN-based smooth auto-encoder.
As new human-computer interaction technology, brain-computer interface has been widely used in various fields of life. The study of EEG signals cannot only improve people's awareness of the brain, but also establish new ways for the brain to communicate with the outside world. This paper takes the motion imaging EEG signal as the research object and proposes an innovative semi-supervised model called KNN-based smooth auto-encoder (k-SAE). K-SAE looks for the nearest neighbor values of the samples to construct a new input and learns the robust features representation by reconstructing this new input instead of the original input, which is different from the traditional automatic encoder (AE). The Gaussian filter is selected as the convolution kernel function in k-SAE to smooth the noise in the feature. Besides, the data information and spatial position of the feature map are recorded by max-pooling and unpooling, that help to prevent loss of important information. The method is applied to two data sets for feature extraction and classification experiments of motor imaging EEG signals. The experimental results show that k-SAE achieves good recognition accuracy and outperforms other state-of-the-art recognition algorithms.